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Sharing Code Among Academic Researchers: 
Lessons Learned
• Code in a human-readable programming language –
Python
• Use consistent structure to organize our public repositories
• Use separate development environments for each project 
and install libraries separately
• Use Jupyter Notebooks to explain how each script works, 
including inputs, outputs, and how to run the script
Our Repository Structure
What’s next?
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Challenges of Sharing Code
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• Supporting multiple operating systems introduces complexity to the task, since certain libraries only exist for 
certain operating systems.
• Python libraries and other system packages can cause conflicts across multiple projects, but using separate 
environments for each project can help avoid conflicts 
Our Workflow
Raw data and data produced by scripts 
Any files needed or generated by the scripts
Scripts to collect, cache, analyze, and parse data
Description of repository, supported OS, contact information
List of Python packages for Anaconda installation
Jupyter Notebook with Markdown and code to explain and run scripts
Sample of all configurable options used by code
Make our GitHub repositories as accessible 
as possible to other researchers with varying 
levels of technical skill
CASM Lab Best Practices for Sharing CodeOur Mission
• Collaborate with other researchers who share our priorities
• Design and develop a central repository for sharing data sets with accompanying analysis scripts
